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ASSUMPTION PARISH ~ LIQUATES 

 

hen I saw the word “ASSUMPTION” in a few lines in the Template of words of the quatreins, it came 

to me that it was a strange word to use, when one is dealing with information gained via travelling in 

time. In fact, assuming anything should be the very last thing to do when one is providing “prophetic” 

timeline warnings.  The other key word “LIQUATES” makes sense when it happens to appear in the same line as 

ASSUMPTION. In the same way it was the word CHARLESTON which provided the SANDRA - SANDY  clues. 

 

The Giant Louisiana Sinkhole Continues To Grow - Now 7,500 Square Feet Of Land Has 
Crumbled And It Fell In! 
CONTRIBUTOR: Andre Heath. The sinkhole in northern Assumption Parish continues to grow. John 
Boudreaux, director of the Assumption Parish Office of Homeland Security, said roughly 5,000 square feet 
of land sloughed off into the sinkhole Tuesday morning, and that by the afternoon, the land-loss had 
grown to an estimated 7,500 square feet.... 

Click here to read, "The Giant Louisiana Sinkhole Continues To Grow - Now 7,500 Square Feet Of Land 

Has Crumbled And Fallen In!"... 

 
John Boudreaux, director of the Assumption Parish Office of Homeland Security, said he hadn't measured the sinkhole, but it 
possibly could cover as many as 9 acres after the 75-foot-by-100-foot parcel of land crumbled and fell into the slurry hole on 
Tuesday. The sinkhole was discovered south of La. 70 on Aug. 3 2012, causing more than 150 residences in the area to be evacuated. 
 

1 49  4 Subjugant presque le coing Aquilonaire.     2 68 1 also 

OAR,  EL QUIN[angel] EGOS QUERIES   
AQUILINO [Antares] ALIEN  ING  IRAN  [& Rio] 
SUPER GIANT BURIES URBAN ALGONQUIAN 
COIN : BURIES  PARENTS   QUAIL  AGE 
Consequential  SEQUEL  OIL,  AIR           

The quince will almost conquer those of the North (Hanix) 
quince – Angels of John Dee’s Five Books of (40) Angels 
OAR from Argo Soheil, the coming of the desired of the Second Coming 

ING means the “harvest” – cannibalism 
SUPER GIANT supervolcano? QUAIL  AGE =  April 1 – 10th  

Aquilonaire.  Qua [in the same manner] alien Rio 

ALGONQUIAN At first I thought this might be something to do with the VERMONT/CHILE asteroid but it goes on to say it is a 
CONSEQUENCE OF THE (Mexico Gulf) OIL AIR (Methane) .    SEQUEL… thus raising the question – sequel to what else?   Would 
this be the Lake Superior flow, and/or Yellowstone?                The areas are …New England, New Jersey, southeastern New York, New 
Brunswick, much of Canada east of the Rocky Mountains, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan, Illinois, Indiana and Iowa.  

1 51  4 Gaule, & Italie quelles emotions? 
ELELEUS  GNOSIA - MOTIONLESS  
MOSES  LEAGUE QUELL Usage EMOTIONS  
SEE  ELITES’ EMOTIONS Qualities     
LIQUATE  GELATINOUS  LEAGUES                               

what turmoil in France and Italy.?        Note the question mark 
and note the pun – what quells emotions?  Greys do 
ELELEUS  GNOSIA – Light Beings know, either do nothing, or Earth is 
“MOTIONLESS” 
ELITES’ EMOTIONS Qualities    seen by the Light Beings- and  judged 
GELATINOUS  gluey  LEAGUES acres/miles, the sink holes                               

GauleItalie =  agile A.I. Lute (Lyra) A.I. Lute Gale I (Halloween) Agile Aleut. (Islands) I (same date as in Canis Canare)  
 

1 93  1 Terre Italique pres des monts tremblera 

SEER QUIP:  EQUI-PARTILE TORMENTS ALBERTA   
SUPERSEDE  MODEST  TREMBLES 
OMENS QUAIL  MARBLENESS      
R DEMONS SEED,  ABLE  METE  LIQUATE  
 

Italian land near the mountains will tremble. 
ALBERTA  TORMENTS = earthquakes – this follows on from 
1 49 4                   larger than expected earthquakes 
R Demons = Draco: able to cause LIQUATION  
CELT QUAIL  April 1st to April 10th  & Oct 4th to Oct 13th  
MARBLENESS  means “rising”,  so early in this date   

An aspect is described as partile when it is exact (ie within 60 minutes of arc and in the same degree). So EQUI-PARTILE  equal or 
equally equidistant – taking into consideration that the number 60 is involved, this will be Anu related. In astrology, a sextile is an 
astrological aspect that is made when two planets or other celestial bodies are 60 degrees apart. Is this speaking about the Passing 
Over? Two planets at sextile conjunction? Nibiru and Earth? Thus causing the great earthquakes 
Italique  QUIET LIQUATE LA, QUIT ALE II – Tequila{Peru] quit [in] ALE II  Quita (Quito) lie (flattened) –  
               ALE is May 13 – June 9th. ALE II = 15th  May  . 
OMENS QUAIL  In  April – collected from OMENS & SEALS 

5 72  2 On meslera la poison dans l’aloy        The law mixed with poison 
ASSAY DAN 
OMENS  APRIL  as  SAN  day 
EL NO FOOL... 

Daniel in the Bible. DAN is also Scorpio and or    Dr. Dan Burisch –  
Project Camelot.org 
SAN day – the first day – could be Easter Sunday         
El: one of the angels 

8 65  2 Il parviendra au chef de son empire 
U.N FEED PERIL ~ OMEN  UUAR  ERIDANU 
U.N-PAIRED HANDS, UU. IMPERIL  H.  
EMPIRE Urania Rod seen  
REPAID P IMPERIAL UUARRANDICE  
DEFER APRIL  INCREASE AROUND            

ERIDANU – flows from Aquarius. Formerly Enki & Anu 
U N PAIRED: in the Treaty or separate.  HANDS: Leo. (obs.),  
H: = Taurus date/Aldebaren. UU: = Lyra P: Perseus/Algol-  
UUARRANDICE (obligations) Rod: Roswell grey 
EMPIRE: See QUARAN    Urania: of the heavens 

W 

http://cts.vresp.com/c/?BeforeItsNews/7fa5dc1fe5/a224cfa85b/0f493afa74
http://cts.vresp.com/c/?BeforeItsNews/7fa5dc1fe5/a224cfa85b/0f493afa74
http://cts.vresp.com/c/?BeforeItsNews/7fa5dc1fe5/a224cfa85b/af4dee5975
http://cts.vresp.com/c/?BeforeItsNews/7fa5dc1fe5/a224cfa85b/af4dee5975
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_England
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Jersey
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Brunswick
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_Brunswick
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canada
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Rocky_Mountains
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Minnesota
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wisconsin
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Michigan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Illinois
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Indiana
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iowa
http://cts.vresp.com/c/?BeforeItsNews/7fa5dc1fe5/a224cfa85b/6bcea34c69
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9.72  
Again the holy temples will be polluted  
And pillaged by the Senate of Toulouse           [Inquisition] 
Saturn two three cycles revolved                         (six cycles) 
In April, May, people of a new leaven.                          

 

One cycle is 29½ years, six cycles = 177 years – from when? 
177 years is mentioned in the Preface to Cesar - from “the time    of writing” 
[1555 add 458 = 2013] + 177 years 3 months 11 days  
458 is the cipher for years.   The Greys will be here until 2190AD  
THE GREYS   [Inquisition = what is happening now in America 

Near, far the failure of the two great luminaries 
Which will occur between April and March. 
Oh, what a loss! but two great good-natured ones 
By land and sea will relieve all parts. 

 
3. 5  Failure of the Moon and the Sun (near and far) this could be a reference to 
8 85 where Nanar removes the light (sack cloth) 

2 9  1 Neuf ans le regne le maigre en paix tiendra 

Equivalent Once Flaunted      
Inflict non nucleated conflict 
INFLICT  NUCLEATED  CONFLICT  ONN        
LIQUATE  ANNULATED   CELT  QUAIL           
EQUIVALANT  VNIQUE  ION                        

Nine years the lean one will hold the realm in peace 
Equals liquated once it commences 
warning 
CELT QUAIL  April 1st to April 10th  & Oct 4th to Oct 13th  
ONN      is the March equinox March 17- 22 period 
ANNULATED  = shaped like a ring – the sinkholes 

 

2 68  1 De l'aquilon les efforts seront grands: 
ONESELF STRONGER SADDLE  QUAIL  
QUAI  A.D  ENDS  SED  DAN 
OIL SEQUAL OFFER Endless Danger  QUAIL                                                                

The efforts of the northerners (1 49 4) will be great: 
SADDLE  position 
SED celebrated the continued rule of a pharaoh – in this case Jesus 
QUAIL   April 1 – 10th   Oct 4th to Oct 13th    

 

2 85  2 A Lion faict dessus l'Aigle Celtique 

LAY  DISSECT  ELEGAIC  ON  LASSITUDES  
FACTION USES  Illegal LASSUS EQUALITY 
LIQUATE SULLIAGE QUITE AGILE  
In Fact ONLY  FIONA Selected Celestial   [calendar]   
   

The Celtic Eagle’s deed sent towards Leo. Leo made above Celtic Eagle 
LASSITUDES = weaknesses  – yes I have been doing that as I go 
LASSUS the economy: arranged by those who need gold: the Anu  
QUITE AGILE SULLIAGE in the sink holes 
FIONA  (Elvin in 2017) Fiona means “blonde one” 

Lionl'AigleCeltique quieten illegal coil – is this H.A.A.R.P ? Let [allowed] illogical [in] equine (horse month or year 2014) 
or LET ILLOGICAL HORSE IN (PEGASUS) 
LASSITUDES weaknesses – yes I have been doing that as I go… even though in general the Dagon (Oannes/On) seem to have empathy 
for humans (when it suits them) – they still represent some kind of threat simply because they have allied with the Anun.nakim/SA.AM & 
the Leonines. An example of their “empathy” is when they approached Jim Sparks in human disguise because they “did not want to scare” 
 

 

Jim Sparks' depiction of the tall, reptilian humanoids,  

which had gold eyes with black vertical pupils like an  
alligator's eyes. Jim says those reptilians warned that the Earth’s 
environment is facing a crisis and the planet must        be saved, 
whether humans survive or not. 
Drawing by Josi Galante © 1996 for Jim Sparks. 
Also see YouTube for Fox Network video of January 19, 2008,  
videotape by David Caron near Stephenville municipal airport.  
 

earthfiles/Linda Moulton-Howe 
 

There are several lines in the Hidden Texts regarding  
Linda Moulton Howe and cattle mutilations 
 

When doing the OANNES forum, these will be included 
 

Jim Sparks' depiction of the small, alien android entities 
monitoring 

his training in alien “classroom” where Jim was forced to learn a 
symbol language.  

Drawing by Jose Galante © 1996 for Jim Sparks. 
 

From 1988 into the 1990s, Jim was schooled by the grey-skinned 
beings in front of computers and 3-dimensional projections. Jim 

was forced to learn the alien symbols and numbers   
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“Real alien” supervisor that appeared with powerful presence 

and ordered 
Jim Sparks to write his question in alien symbols after Sparks 
argued with small,  
grey “drones.” Drawing by Jose Galante © 1996 for Jim Sparks.  
 

Jim Sparks, Author, The Keepers:  
An Alien Message for the Human Race © 2006 
“The E.T.s don’t want to see an environment that is 
nuked out (nuclear war), biologically wiped out. Or 
create an atmosphere where nobody can breathe 
anymore, a nasty place. They want this outpost to be 
a fresh, clean environment that they can work in”. 

‘‘In the early years of my experiences I saw that there is no doubt that the technology exists to manipulate time.  
To what degree? Well, that’s hard to say. I had an abduction scenario where the process took approximately two 
hours, but when I was brought back, I was brought back 2 to 3 minutes before I left!  
At first, I thought it was a mistake.  
But then I figured it was for me to learn something.  That was phenomenal.’’  
see hidden texts NOSTRADAMUS 4:93.3, 5:21.3, 6:23.3  “CERTAIN ALLY” 
Two Earth Futures: One Bleak; One Bright  - from Jim Sparks 
‘From personal experience, I saw what I perceived to be two potential futures.  
And it was divided like a highway as it was presented in hologram form.  
To the left, was a dark, dreary future that was police state in nature. Very few of us survived. The skies were almost black, 
but a dark grey.   
Light was emanating from nowhere and yet everywhere, so it was almost as if Earth were glowing like light from the sun 
was being filtered and the light was being refracted so there were no shadows. 
(TWO SUNS ?) 
 The soil, the ground, had huge, thick coatings on it of this black, damp, ash-like looking material and the buildings and the 
structures and the things that I saw were not destroyed, but yet were coated with this ashy stuff.  
You could see people in this scene and they did not look uncomfortable, meaning that the few people I did see in this scene 
looked like they could breathe the atmosphere. But it seemed to be a very dreary place. Something that stuck out that I saw, 
which bothered me, where there was a community – anywhere America – and in that area was a person in uniform I did not 
recognize, almost like a Gestapo checkpoint person. That meant that the few people who survived in that time, when they 
came into the community, they were checked. So it did not look good. 
Now, on the bright side, on the right side of the divided highway, - and then I’ll tell you the message and you can take it for 
what it’s worth- it was the complete opposite, meaning that we had evolved.  There was longevity beyond the point of 
passing away. It was bright, clear, clean. And what was scary to me, even though it was positive, was it looked like the 
human species had evolved to the point where they can span the Cosmos. So, there were not as many Earth-bound 
individuals from what I could see (not very many people).  
So there were two things: the line in the middle that divided the two scenes represented, in my understanding, how close we 
are to go one way or the other. And what a dangerous, dangerous, dangerous day we live in! And something so simple as 
the flip of a coin can make the difference in which way we go. Clearly, if we go to the left to the dark and dreary, that is a 
path that’s not a good thing. 
Clearly if we go the other direction, we can actually join the galactic neighbourhood. And for the first time, the human 
species evolves’.  The Keepers…An Alien Message for the Human Race   ISBN 1-930724-05-5. To order:  http://www.jim-sparks.com/ 

 

Although the Bible calls them « WATCHERS » they [the Anu] are in fact the « Keepers » as in « zoo keepers ». 
The Elders/Elohim are the « Watchers » 
 

http://www.jim-sparks.com/
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DAGON are the 
 
OANNES are 
 
THE  ON 
 
Nostradamus said 
“not to be put off 
by appearances” 

“One version of a global disaster:   
the 1949-retrieved Ebe died on June 18, 1952. Supposedly one hundred years after his death     (he said) in 
June 2052, the moon will change its orbit (deliberately controlled by non-humans or an outside force such as 
the Wormwood event?) causing massive destruction and deaths on Earth.  
But the EBENs will rescue many humans before the event” 

But keep in mind what Nostradamus said – THEY LIE 
see the slight contradiction:- 

   

Another EBEN warning: – 
“ the Earth's moon is going to go out of its orbit and cause great havoc.  
“Will there be rescues by EBENs and/or other non-human groups?    If 
EBENs know this was going to happen in Earth's future, why can't they 
stop it? When will the moon go out of its orbit?  
“In our lifetime,” was the answer to me in the mid-1980s.  

EBEN entity sketched in charcoal by Colorado professional artist after 
abduction with his wife from freeway between  Boulder and Longmont 
around Thanksgiving 1980.  

See 102205 Earthfiles in Archive.  

So: … one EBEN is saying 2052, but if this abductee is an adult in  the 1980’s – then that adult would be reaching 
towards 85-90 in 2052, not technically a lie since it would still be “in our lifetime”,   yet generally speaking  the 
likelihood “our” all being alive at 85-90 is not common nor a real expectation. 
 

3 32  1 Le grand sepulchre du peuple Aquitanique 

AQUATILE  LIQUATE  INAQUATE  (to turn into water) 
RUDE ANGELS  UNCLASPED INEQUAL PLAQUE [plague] 
QUINATE  QUAI  ANGELIQUE QUANTILE  
UNPRESAGED  U.N  SPARED UPLANDERS  
AQUITANE  LURCHED  EQUIANGLE  

The great tomb for the people of Aquitaine 
AQUATILE  water dwellers (On) Gulf Oil article Nexus mag. 
May 2010 – submarine captured living thing which used sonic 
waves to defend itself. See article June 2010 
UNCLASPED set free 
QUINATE [tall whites]  

   Aquitanique  Antique I[Egyptian On] qua … quiet Quin AA (The Five Books of Angels by John Dee – the 40 angels of the Pleiades) 

   It aqua Quine – either the colour (turquoise) or a water living creature.  Unique I.Q. at A…Quinate qua [in]  I (Egypt? date?) 

QUA: In the capacity of – in the same manner  
QUANTILE  Each of any set of values of a variate which 
divide a frequency distribution into equal groups, each 
containing the same fraction  
 

4 63 4 Precipitez tous au fil de l'espee 
IDLEFUL  EPIC - SLEEP EPIPTERIC               
FLUID FUSILLADE  PRICE  TO  USA                
FILLED OUT - PIERCE  Precipitous  PIT             
PEEPS  Zete AL SUFI  FIELD  [Arabic astrologer]                           

EPIPTERIC                not awake – most of us 
FLUID FUSILLADE chemtrails 
Precipitous  PIT          sinkhole  is  also FLUID FUSILLADE   
FIELD  is those from Pegasus  
Nostradamus ZETE = scanning 
(Through a looking glass into time?) 
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4 69  3 Ceulx d'Aquilee à Parme promettront, 
LETTER COUNT DEED EQUAL QUAIL  IX   
QUAI MOTET IX  LX [quatrain 9 60]  
QUAI  L  Appear  COUNTER   
MORE  ROTTEN TORMENTOR RAPE        

AquileeParme…I.E EQUAL  EE  RE AMP  E.M  APR QUAIL 

EE (greys) AMP  E.M  - Solar Flares QUAIL  IX  =  April 9th  
 MOTET A short piece of sacred music, typically polyphonic and unaccompanied     

means the quatrain verses  QUAI  L  (Tau Cetians) appear  to counter 
the more rotten tormentors                                                

9  60 (IX  LX) 

Conflict Barbar en la Cornere noire, 
Sang espandu, trembler la d’ Almatie: 
Grand Ismael mettra son promontoire, 
 

Ranes trembler secours Lusitanie.        (already coded in 10 100) 

 

Babar  fights  in the black Head-dress (helmet) 
Blood shed, Dalmatia to tremble  [earthquake]: 
Will set up [raise] great Arabia’s promontory 
Deed helps Lusitania to tremble   [earthquake] 
                          Ran, (god of the Vanir) E’s (Hero greys) secure  

ran.e          LATIN     ADV    POS                         res, rei  N  F   [XXXAX]  thing; event, business; deed fact; cause; property;  

BarbarCornere Rarer Crab [Ursa Major] barren race R [Draco] E [greys] orb rob Canberra (in) bone [Capricorn]  
AlmatieIsmael  alias mealtime (cannibalism) allies aim meat (a theme which is repeated) emit male alias (shape shift) 

 

4 77  1  SELIN monarque l'Italie pacifique, 
IN SEQUEL  
REQUITAL  TEQUILA   LIQUER  
QORAN QURAN  LIQUEFIES  CAPE  
LIE QUARTILE ; LIQUATE  SELENIUM  
ROMAN LINES  LIMONENES  RE QUAIL 
IS  CAP REALISM  pall tie ONN  TILL  APEƒ 

King Selin pacifies Italy 
 
REQUITAL  = require  Mexico liquates from the sinkhole disaster 
QORAN QURAN  from the book of Other Worlders 
LIMONENES the fragrant ones 
CAP (is Auriga ) see the Second Coming in the Mazzaroth  
ONN  March  Equinox TILL  APEƒ [Ahpees]Gemini 

SELIN  El sins Nile, lie N-S (or S-N depends which side of Earth you are on)  LIES N (in Ash Tree date Feb 18 – Mar 17) 
‘Lord’ Ray El seems to be the ‘El’ encountered in many recent lines, albeit he is an Anu – and the False Messiah (in other lines 

5 1  1  Avant venu de ruine Celtique 
LIQUATE VENTURED AVANT  (in front/outwards) 

UUIERD  UNDER…  QUITE  RUINED  
Equivalence Unique  Adventure          

Before the arrival of Celtic ruin.  
The “Celtic” is key for the “giant/s” 

 

5 6  2 Viendra prier pour la paix Italique: 
LIQUATE DRIVEN QUAIL  IX - XXII  
POPULAR  INVADER  REPAIR  QUALITIE           

Will come praying for Italian peace 
IX - XXII  9th to the 22nd April 

 

5 10  1 Un chef Celtique dans le conflict blessé  
U.N SEALED ALENCONS [city – plague?] 
CLONES   DELIQUATE (to melt). 
SEVENS  ESS VESSEL  LANDS,   
LIQUATED,  CLEFT  FECCHE   
CLEANS  QUIET  CLIFTON            (Texas) 
ONCE  CLOSE CALENDS   
QUIET    BEL    
 

A Celtic chief wounded in the conflict 
 

SEVENS  learnt recently that ‘SEVEN” refers to Ursa (Anu) and 
“ESS” is the Vinca rune ‘S’ which is Ursa East (close to Orion) 
FECCHE  (fetch) the distance between wave peaks 
QUIET CLIFTON (central Texas) as opposed to Clifton NJ. 
ONCE – after the CALENDARS are closed, the end of A.D. 
QUIET  the silence of Revelation… in BEL = Scorpio (Dan) 

5 21  1 Par le trespas du latin monarque  
QUARTILE  MOUND  PASS  
QORAN QURAN  ARA NORMA  PLANET      
EQUAL  PLAINER QUATERNAL  PASSED  
PAIN REQUITAL  LIQUATE  SPREADS   
Nostredamus  Apparel  Quatrein  

 
QUARTILE  MOUND  is  SAMAROBRIN of 6 5 
ARA NORMA  QORAN QURAN  Other Worlders 
ARA NORMA  both boundary Scorpio 
LIQUATE  SPREADS  is a REQUIREMENT 
Nostradamus prepared Quatrein – hidden texts 

 

5 21  2 Ceux qu'il aura par regne secouruz 

RARE  CROUU  RENEGES  GENES SOURCE  
PREARRANGES  URUZ (Aries/Pavo) events 
GENRES  RENEGERS in QUAIL     

Auger care: quiz nuclear exposure        
 
Often the lower case lines are more important                                                              

CROUU those from Corvus near Regulus in Leo 
This looks  like it is something to do with the treaty being 
double crossed. Reneging on the pact in April 1 – 10th and 
just in case the QUAIL key was not discovered, using the 
rune for Aries too 
The sinkhole events worldwide seem to be part of the works 
of the Other Worlders.  
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5 99 1 Milan, Ferrare, Turin, et Aquilleye 
URANITE RUIN ETRURIA 
ETRURIAN FINALE 
LIQUATE in QUAIL  
QUINATE QUAI  QUE  ANT 
QUANTILE  FINAL TRUE  QUATREIN 

URANITE    from the heavens 
LIQUATE = divide by melting 
QUANTILE = division into equal sub groups 
QUINATE = aromatic Tall Whites –The Keepers 
QUE  ANT – Mantis, keeper of the Living Library 

5:100 is a sixaine so this means 12 71 
 

6 3  3 Le jeune prince par gent ecclesiastique, 
IS EQUAL CASSIEL {Gemini] CECILE [6]   
LIQUATES  PREGNANCE  
SCALIEST  E [Reptoid]  PERCENTAGE  QUIT   
PRINCE [Sirius]  ET  QUALITIES  IN  JUNE   see 1366 
ECCLESIAST  REGENT  QUITS  CAPES  QUALITIES     

The young prince by ecclesiastical people 
Will remove peace from sceptre’s coronet (Leo’s Prince) 
{Gemini] CECILE [6]  May 28th  
1366  = 2013 June 6 
REGENT  QUITS  Pope Benedict HIDES something he knows 

 

6 22  3 La barque alors deviendra scismatique 
UNDESIRED  RACISMS   EQUALED  BAAL   LORDS’   RUIN 
ERIDANUS  SOLAR  AIMS  AQTI  QUIT  ARABLE 
ARAB  [Muslim] ORDEALS 
AQUATILE:   IT  A  SCISM   
QUIET  LIME QUAT  LIQUATE  RESIDUE  UNDERSIDE   

The Earth will at that time become divided  
BAAL   LORDS’   Ray El 
ERIDANUS    behind Monsanto 
AQUATILE    are the Dagon/Oannes 
AQTI  hidden agenda 
QUIET  LIME QUAT  fragrant ones LIME date Mar 11 to Mar 20  

 

6 53  1 Le grand Prelat Celtique à Roi suspect 
SUSPECT  QUARTILE  CARTEL  QUITE  LIQUATE  
REQUITAL  SUASORY  YSUS  
RECTANGLED  OSSUARY  
Last Supper     

The great Celtic Prelate suspects the King 
SUSPECT  QUARTILE  the “INSANE FOUR” 
PERSUADING IT  IS  JESUS returned is a REQUIREMENT 
They come in a RECTANGLE CRAFT (bones box!) 
This “Last Supper” means cannibalism = eating souls 

PrelatCeltiqueRoi  PILOT PLOTTER - QUIET CLEARER  [of people] ACQUIRE.  QUOTE PERIL ARTICLE (False Rapture) 
                         ELICIT QUARTER POLE LIE [down- which the ca. 4,8oo nautical miles would be - a quarter)                                                 
 

7 73  4 Renfort de sieges m.anubis et maniples  
          Reinforcement  of seats manipulates profits 
PORTUNES PERSON … POPULARNESS OF MINDS   
PROFOUND FLIP  ~ ASSUMPTION SLUMP 
FOND NORSE TIMAEUS VESSEL   
AIMS VEER  UPPSALRS ROUTES;   
APPLAUSE MISSES (Earth)  DIMNESS[unseen] MISSED  

PORTUNES the holder of the keys 

The sinkhole in Assumption seems related to the Poles shift 
NORSE: the Nordics  TIMAEUS VESSEL  - using time to VEER 
Earth out of harms way of the Uppsalrs (asteroids-plural) thus 
validating the loss  of 20 minutes in April and in June 2011 
THE BYPASS OF EARTH NOT NOTICED BY THE PUBLIC but 
you can bet it was noticed by NASA because they said NOTHING 
about the approaching asteroids which arrived on St Lucy’s Day 
December 13 2012….. until AFTER THEY HAD GONE BY 

 

TIMAEUS: PLATO In his treatise the Timaeus, he describes the numerical (vibrational-musical) creation of the physical universe and the 

soul  which  animates it. He called upon his students to activate the ancient shrines and sacred temples of the earth with sacred song, 

employing "perpetual choirs" in order to echo the harmonies of the Heavenly Choir.  Nature and the patterns of equilibria within her 

machinations. Geometric relations between nodes on basic shapes, such as circles, are found related to ratios in music. Each of the 

aforementioned are uniquely tied to the 'Platonic' exposition of "Timaeus." Now, they give rise to yet another metaphor for the sustaining, 

multidimensional Tree of Life and Continuous Creation.  We humbly call this metaphor: "Lotus."    

Lotus is a key word for the stage gate time portal   “fixing his gaze on the eternal” 

“Now if it so be that this Cosmos is beautiful and its Constructor good, 

it is plain that he fixed his gaze on the Eternal ….” 

– Plato (Timaeus 28b) 

 

and  
“our view to reappear once again, thereby bring terrors and portents of things to come  to those who cannot reason.104 
also linked the Ouroboros with the following quotation from Plato's Timæus:  
"It had no need of eyes, for there was nothing outside it to be seen; nor of ears, for there was nothing outside to be heard. There was no surrounding 
air to be breathed, nor was it in need of any organ by which to supply itself with food or to get rid of it when digested. Nothing went out from or 
came into it anywhere, for there was nothing. Of design it was made thus, its own waste providing its own food, acting and being acted upon entirely 
with and by itself, because its designer considered that a being which was sufficient unto itself would be far more excellent than one which depended 
upon anything."    from Timaeus, (33 -The Construction of the World) 
The fourth ouroboros is from Alciato's Book of Emblems and the Memorial Web Library at Memorial University of Newfoundland. The latter 
source also provided the fifth example (Emblem 2.40) and the following amplification: 
 

http://www.mun.ca/alciato/wither.html
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Old Sages by the Figure of the Snake  
(Encircled thus) did oft expression make  
Of Annual-Revolutions; and of things,  
Which wheele about in everlasting-rings;  
There ending, where they first of all begun ...  
... These Roundells, help to shew the Mystery  
of that immense and blest Eternitie,  
From whence the CREATURE sprung, and into whom  
It shall again, with full perfection come . 

Old sages: all the prophets of yore 
encircled – the Ring Lord, often giving prophecies 
of yearly cycles and other things 
in everlasting rings 
coming back to where they left 
these ways around to the future helps explain sciences 
of that place we all go to in re-incarnation 
from this dimension a CREATURE came (see Da Vinci) 
and to where it returns remade (beam me up) 

 

 

Time is a Fading-flowre, that's found 

Within Eternities wide around. 
Speaking of the flower which represents molecular levels 
altered for using time portals 

George Wither was an English poet and satirist. He was 

imprisoned for his writing in 1614. In 1635 he was hired by 

the London publisher Henry Taunton to write English 

verses illustrating the allegorical plates of Crispin van Passe 

originally designed for Gabriel Rollenhagen‘s Nucleus 

emblematum selectissimorum (1610-1613). 
 

This is just one of 200 
 

 
Five Termes, there be, which five I doe apply 
To all, that was, and is, and shall be done. 
The first, and last, is that ETERNITIE, 
Which, neither shall have End, nor, was begunne. 
BEGINNING, is the next; which, is a space 
(Or moment rather) scarce imaginarie, 
Made, when the first Materiall, formed was; 
And, then, forbidden, longer time, time tarry. 
TIME entred, when, BEGINNING had an Ending, 
And, is a Progresse, all the workes of Nature, 
Within the circuit of it, comprehending, 
Ev'n till the period, of the Outward-creature. 
END, is the fourth, of those five Termes I meane; 
(As briefe, as was Beginning) and, ordayned, 
To set the last of moments, to that Scaene, 
Which, on this Worlds wide Stage, is entertayned. 
The fifth, we EVERLASTING, fitly, call; 
For, though, it once begunne, yet shall it never 
Admit, of any future-end, at all; 
But, be extended onward, still, for ever. 
  The knowledge of these Termes, and of what action, 
To each of them belongs, would set an end, 
To many Controversies, and Distractions, 
Which doe so many trouble, and offend. 
TIME'S nature, by the Fading-flowre, appeares; 
Which, is a Type, of Transitory things: 
The Circled-snake, ETERNITIE declares; 
Within whose Round, each fading Creature, springs. 
  Some Riddles more, to utter, I intended, 
  But, lo; a sudden stop, my words have ended. 

EXPLANATION 

Five ages… to which I speak of (the Mayan ages) 
the past the present and the future are the same* 
The past and the future are in eternity (saying there is 
only the NOW) 
The next beginning of the great cycle in space 
hard to imagine 
made so very long ago (around 26,000 years) 
Tarrying too long in a time forbidden 
Entered time when it shows that there is no difference in 
the beginning nor the end 
comprehending all the works of Nature (meaning science) 
within this great cycle 
Even until the age of the Other Worlder 
END of the fourth age is when this happens 
briefly – the final scene the same as the very first 
World Wide stage – world wide web 
The fifth (age) we [can] ably say REINCARNATED  
although after it is started, yet it as easily not have 
allowing that there may be any future time line 
But for always can be carried forward (using time gate) 
Knowing these actions and the Terms used 
setting each of [the timelines] to an end 
Controversial and distracting [to what is “known”] 
The pedantic unlearned flat worlders offended 
TIME by the aggregating (beam me up) appearance 
Being one way of moving things! 
Eternity declared within the ouroboros cycle 
Fading Creature – an interdimensional in Round/planets 
These “riddles” are the same as Da Vinci! 
George Wither 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Wither
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Van_de_Passe_family
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Van_de_Passe_family
http://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gabriel_Rollenhagen
http://openlibrary.org/books/OL2768209M/Nucleus_emblematum_selectissimorum
http://openlibrary.org/books/OL2768209M/Nucleus_emblematum_selectissimorum
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ControversiesDistractions:  directors [of] conservationists, restrictions as not divorces  – that is; keeping the status quo & 
restricting oneself to what one is taught – not divorcing oneself from what one is supposed to know 
 

This is amazing – these are the very same “riddles” of Da Vinci – to be coded by the Alchemye List 
see more at the end. George Wither seems to have had the same experiences as Nostradamus & Da Vinci 
 

*the past the present and the future are the same* Nostradamus says the same in his letter to Cesar 

104 Zeyl, Donald J., (trans), ‘Timaeus’, 40c-d, pp. 1224-1291 in John M. Cooper (ed) Plato Complete 
Works (Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing Company) 1997) [hereinafter Plato Complete Works] p.1244. 
Waterfield p.7 relies upon his own translation of the same passage. 

 

TIME'S nature, by the Fading-flowre, appeares; once we understand “beam me up Scotty” or to use the words of 
Nostradamus AGGREGATING in 1 29   HORRIFYING CREATURE AGGREGATING APART isn’t that a wonderful 
description of “beam me down”! 

3 2  

VOICE  ACTIVATION.  
V CONFERS MATERIAL MATTER  
V is the Andromeda Council, said to be dimensional beings, therefore 
“conferring material matter” indicates they must “pass on” duties which are of a 
material format, such as handing to the Procyons the job of clearing out the 
reptilian bases worldwide. This was done by sonics  

ASTONISHING LAUNCH ENCOMPASS EARTH TO MILKY WAY – 
MYSTERIOUS SECRET  
POSSESSING FOREIGN MATERIAL STABILIZER  
CONSCIOUS SPIRIT ~ ENTIRE COGENCY  
able to think while using the Star gate  

UNEQUALLED AEGIS BEYOND  
ORBITING PLANETOID CITY ~ ARK AT THE FOOT  
AEGIS a protective shield or force field  Is the ARK the “VITRIM” of 
Cassiopeia In other lines as the “Lunar nurseries” ? 

 
Le divin verbe donrra a la substance  
The divine word will give substance to  
Comprins ciel, terre, or occult au laict mystique:  
Heaven, earth, gold hidden included within mystic milk  
(the sun/Leo) in the Milky Way  
Corps, ame esprit ayant toute puissance  
Body, soul, spirit having all (the same) power  
Tant soubs ses pieds comme au siege Celique  
AS MUCH UNDER ITS FEET  as much below 
AS IN THE HEAVENLY SEE  as  there is above 
 

Where Nostradamus describes using a stage gate – stargate – 
being “beamed” via a conduit, aggregated 
all the while cognisant! 
Astonishing launch = moving Earth out of harm’s way? Or the 
jump into the future?  

1 10 
THE IRON CAGE:  COIL TRANSMISSION BEAMS,  
AGGREGATE 
 

ACQUAINT COQ YEAR OF THE SEVENTEENTH (2017) 
 

CREATURE AGENDA:  CLAIMS THE CHILDREN 
 

THE ANTIQUE AND LIVING DEAD  
FOREFATHERS EMERGE BELOW    
 

SUPREME ELDERS BEHOLD  
CRITICAL DESTRUCTION OF FRUITION 
 

 
Stage gate beams the traveller and re aggregates 
 

Arriving  in  2017, the year of the Cock 
 

Men in Black, the living dead, emerge from the stage gate 
 

Antique : ancient astronauts such as En.ki or Prince of 
Dark Men 
 

The Watchers, (or the zoo Keepers?) see great damage to 
their “fruit” (humankind) 

 

 
The Prince of Dark 
Men from Sirius 

 
OL.MEC 

from the forums 
 

OANNES & SA.AM 
 

not yet finished 
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 6 24 

Mars & le sceptre se trouvera conjoinct, 
Dessoubz Cancer calamiteuse guerre: 
Un peu apres sera nouveau Roi oingt, 
Qui par long temps pacifiera la terre. 

Mars and the sceptre (Leo)  will be found conjoined 
Under Cancer calamitous war:  

Cancer is from where the Anu derive 
Shortly afterwards a new King will be anointed,   (Nan.nar 8 85) 
One who for a long time will pacify the earth. 

 

6 24 2 Dessoubz Cancer calamiteuse guerre: 

GRAZED OCCURENCES     

CUBE SCALE RESCUE GRAND ZERO [orbit] 

CUBE RESOURCES GRAZE CANDLE  [sun]  

AIM AT MUTE [unspoken]  ISSUE 

 
ABLE  USE of TIMAEUS  

 

and  10 91 4  

see the CUBE UNIDENTIFIED OBJECTS near the sun forum 

there has been a couple of issues I was told not to mention, the 

Vermont/Chile asteroid,   Delay Portal Chore,  broken parts in 

generators in underground bases, human combustion by CME, 

Petraeus and  9/11 and Skull & Bones  (9/11 & Gulf Oil Spill) 
The universe, TIMAEUS  proposes, is the product of rational, 
purposive, and beneficent agency. (Plato) 
 

8 9  1 Pendant que l'aigle et le coq à Savone 

U.N  GALILEE EGALITE EUPNOEA  
QUANTILE OPEN EQUANT  EQUAL ON USA    
LIQUATE  OPENED  AGILE  AQUAS           
Qantas Locate Illegal Seat  Planned  Palenque                    

On save:  e’s nova as oven 
eupnoea: normal relaxed breathing. 
egalite - social and political equality 

  

8 15  1 Vers Aquilon grans efforts par hommasse(androgyne) 
PAST  MVSE  RO’S  QUAI  
SQUARE AROPH ARQUES  QUAIL  
QUASI  VERSES  AMPHORAS  PARTS  
OFFEND  HOMMAS  OFFERS  GRANDSONS 
SHARP  EFFORT  OIL DANGERS  
MASS QUAVERS PAST QUAIL 

 
PAST  MVSE  is Nostradamus 
RO’S  Andromeda council  
QUAI SQUARE AROPH : Pegasus 
AMPHORAS  containers body PARTS  
QUAVERS earthquakes MASS after  
April 1 – 10th and/or Oct 4th to Oct 13th  

 

8 66  2 En cave antique à lampe descouverte 
CODES :  IT EQUAL  AQUITANE  MAP  
UUROTE:  QUANTILE PALAMEDES   
AQUATILE  ETCETERA  COUTURES   
QUINATE   LIQUATE  INAQUATE  
QUINT [helmeted ones]  QUITE  TOUUER     

In cave to ancient lamp discovered – as I have been saying – electric light 
poles as shown on page 22 Book of the Dead Wallis Budge 
PALAMEDES  the name of an asteroid 
AQUATILE  water dwellers and others 
QUINATE fragrant ones  INAQUATE  to turn into water 
turning Aquitaine into an ocean 

 

8 85  3 Aux Hanix d'Aquilon Nanar hostera lux  
ANNA,  SHARON  SHORTER Annual  
ANOTHER’S  OIL  UUAX  
THEOS NANNA ETHOS HOST  
REAL  Exhaustion  Done Nix  (in) Quail       

To the Hanix of the North, Nanar will restrict the light 
ANNA,  SHARON  the names of asteroids, make the year shorter 
ANOTHER’S OIL GROWS – Assumption? 
THEOS NANNA are the Pleiadians 
 

 

3 2  4 Tant soubs ses pieds comme au siege Celique. El que IQ 

MEDICOS  BOUT ANTIQUE TETANUS  
LIQUATES  EQUANT  QUANTILE  
QUINATE [tall whites]  SPIES  Z.  
QUITE  DESPISE  QUAINTEST  Z     

QUOTES   LATIN - AMUSES [me] ATTUNED  CLIQUES  CODES   

As much (space) underfoot as there is (above) in the heavens 
 
 
QUAINTEST  Z    those from ancient Cassiopeia 

 

6 41  4 Vain exploicter voyage en Italique.         i.e. LA QUIT 
EXPLAIN  EQUIVALANT  GENE AEGINETA QUALITI   
VOYAGER EVICTOR   AVOYER  OVER        it A.A gene 
R [Draco] VOTE  LIQUATE                        AA teeing 
LEPROTIC  A.I. negate AEGINETA  Aten/Etna I age  
CLIO  EXPLICATION (explanation) OVARY  ILL  QUAI    

Voyaging Italians in vain achievement  
AEGINETA  one who sculpts in clay – this is a reference to the 
Biblical Daniel 2:43 mixing of iron & clay meaning divided races 
AVOYER = “watcher” 
LIQUATE [to divide by melting – like wasps do]  or melting 
LEPROTIC  is “unknowing” or “unwise” artificial intelligence 

 

5 99  1 Milan, Ferrare, Turin, et  Aquillaye 
FINALE : ETRURIAN  URANITE  LIQUATE   
EQUANT QUANTILE RUIN ETRURIA  
QUINATE  REINFLAME  QUAIL   
FINAL   TRUE  QUATREIN  [has the] QUAI  
Rarely  ILL  Mainly  INFLAME  FEMINAL  UTERINE  

All in western Italy 
ETRURIAN = Pelasgian of the heavens  
Etruria is in western Italy (6 41 4 above) 
REINFLAME  in QUAIL   
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What the Latin of Letter 32 says in English:  
“Moreover indication is (in evidence) she is unharmed by infection in the pelvis because of her bad decision…  
(caused by the Dalkon shield in the 70’s) CLIO  EXPLICATION (explanation) OVARY  ILL  Rarely  ILL  Mainly  INFLAME  FEMINAL  UTERINE  
true – most other women who got one ended up infertile. This tells me Eloise who was born after the Dalkon shield was 
removed, is important to the “mandate” since her name is in the Hidden Texts…  

What the Latin actually says:  
“autem (moreover) datae (evidence provides) illae (cost her/unharmed) ad (by) fonts (pelvis/also means  
in the codes Sagittarius/Scorpio – quite so, that is true too) notice the pun on “fonts”  
febriles (fever) prope (close to, because of) tua (ƒemale: ‘your’) mapalia (bad decision)  

saying also that this line was intended for me to read, as it is addressed as “your” bad decision  
Parcs rapuit, {took hold of, grabbed] quae : (neut. pl. acc.) those things WHICH we must have done  

QUAE : (fem. nom.) Let THOSE (plural: women) WHO have ears to hear …..thus including Erika Cheetham  
 

TRUE FINAL QUATRAIN 12 71  

Fleuves rivieres de mal seront obstacles  
Obfuscate vileness. Less medieval terror  
Fear-based, voiceless, virulent molesters  
La vieille flamme d'ire non appaisee  
Seemlier idea if evil one appall man  
Lovelier maladies appeal feminine  
Courir en France cecy comme d'oracles  
Cosmic Confederacy - censor occur  
Comradery maleficence cruel menacer  
Maisons, manoirs, palais, Seste rasee  
R O. mean assassins ELOIM is separate [QUINATE  
Assassinate anaplerosis memories  

ALMOST A COMPLETE SUMMARY  
Rivers, streams will be obstacles to evil : (Euphrates /Eridanus)  
Nostradamus “disguising” his quatrains  
“voiceless” monsters are the greys  

The old flame of anger unappeased:    the sun  
But because of TV and idleness, evil doesn’t “appall man”  
The era of the facelift...see 4 63 4: “idleful epic” &  6 17 1  

To run in France; this as (told) of oracles: the asteroids  
Pleiades, Tau Ceti, Zeta Reticuli 1 (see chapter ‘QUARAN”)  
“Comradery” is the Pact (see chapter on ‘Treaty 9 & The Pact’)  

Houses, [zodiac] manors, palace, (bridge & ramp) shaven sect Greys  
astronomical “houses”- alien grey’s bald heads.  
Bridge & ramp = stage gate  R – Draco, O – in orbit  
“anaplerosis” memories (cellular memory) how the body heals itself  

    
Live, ever mindful of thy 

dying; For, Time is 

always from thee flying 

He that is blind, will 

nothing see, What light ** 

so err about him be.  

The best, and fairest 

House, to me, Is that, 

where best I love to be.  

When Magistrates {Dal] 

confined are, They revel, 

who keep in fear 
Live in the now What  enlightenment and not a zodiac house the Elite & the sheep 

 

    
Through many spaces, Time 

doth run, &, endeth, where 

it first begun.  [ring Lords] 

Take wing, my Soul, and 

mount up higher; Earth, 

fulfils not my Desire.  

Death, is unable to divide 

Their Hearts, [souls] whose 

Hands [Leonines] True-love 

has tied.  

The Bees, will in an Helmet 

breed; And, Peace, doth 

after War, succeed 

many dimensions reincarnation to divide their souls “Bees”  Ursa/Anu 
 

http://www.luxmentis.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/DSC_0018.jpg
http://www.luxmentis.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/DSC_0002.jpg
http://www.luxmentis.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/DSC_0017.jpg
http://www.luxmentis.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/DSC_0016.jpg
http://www.luxmentis.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/DSC_0015.jpg
http://www.luxmentis.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/DSC_0014.jpg
http://www.luxmentis.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/DSC_00111.jpg
http://www.luxmentis.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/DSC_0010.jpg
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No passage can divert the 

Course, of Pegasus, the 

Muses Horse 

Time, is a Fading-flower, 

that’s found / Within 

Eternities wide round 

If Safely, thou desire to go, 

Be nor too swift, nor over 

slow 

By Guillotines, Death 

entered in, And, Mischief 

still pursueth Sin [organs] 
The Marcabians beam me up haste is waste TRAIN DANGER 
 

    
True-Lovers Lives, in one 

Heart  [soul]  lie, Both Live, 

or both together Die 

Death is no Loss, but rather, 

Gain, For we by Dying, Life 

attaine 

As soon, as we to be, begun; 

We did begin, to be Undone.  
When thou a Dangerous-

Way dost go, Walk sure, 

though thy pace be slow 
choices reincarnation began to be, began undo advice to the prey 

.  

 

 

 

These “emblems” were done 

in 1635 when George 

Wither  was 47 

Below right 
The Rose is one of the keys 
for the stage gate 
 

The bird has the beak of 
Bireo of Cygnus (the “goose 
returning”) and is in the form 
of the Ouroborus yet is also 
the “plumed asp” or Basilisk 

 
The Rage of Death, which 

thou shalt see, Consider it, 

And Pious be 

William Marshall's 
frontispiece to Wither's 
Emblemes. below left 

 G. Wither by John Payne. 

June 11 1588 - May 2 1677  

 

  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Marshall_%28illustrator%29
http://www.luxmentis.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/DSC_0013.jpg
http://www.luxmentis.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/DSC_0012.jpg
http://www.luxmentis.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/DSC_00091.jpg
http://www.luxmentis.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/DSC_00011.jpg
http://www.luxmentis.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/DSC_0007.jpg
http://www.luxmentis.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/DSC_00061.jpg
http://www.luxmentis.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/DSC_0008.jpg
http://www.luxmentis.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/DSC_0005.jpg
http://www.luxmentis.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/DSC_00041.jpg
http://www.luxmentis.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2010/05/DSC_00031.jpg
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Just as both Da Vinci and Nostradamus said –  
pointing to the skies is where we should be searching  
for the answers!  
 
The mind should have a fixed eye 
On objects that are placed on high 

   
in the age of Aquarius – Aeolus 
things to their best perfection comes, not 
always but some and some 

the Owl again, beforehand he is on a 
swing – the Earth swings?  
The Latin says: ZEALOUS & STRONG GIANT 
** GAIUS [cruel emperor] WILL NOT ASSIST 

He who reigns over all the stars = Orion 
Latin says:  
WISE LORD GOES TO FAR AWAY STARS 

 

   

Merops, the Oannes who also has 
crocodile features 

The genetically engineered Griffin 
Latin says: EMPTY CHEST/BOX.  
THEY THINK THE RED(HAT) IS GOOD 

the shape shifter 
Latin says: LOOKS GOOD – BESTOWS SADNESS 
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Pandora’s box: Nuclearisation 

 

seven spokes on the wheel of time 
Leonine Minor with  red hat & Solar Flares & bell tower 

 

The Crocodilian of the Sixaines 
VIRTUS – LORICA – FIDELIS 

WORTHINESS  ARMOUR DEPENDABLE 
RELIABLE WORTHY PROTECTOR 

"If, therefore, thou thy Spoylers, wilt beguile, 
Thou must be armed, like this Crocodile; 

Ev'n with such nat'rall Armour (ev'ry day) 
As no man can bestowe, or take away: 

For, spitefull Malice, at one time or other, 
Will pierce all borrowed Armours." 

“The universe is built on sound patterns,  

which is why so many different worlds/dimensions can exist 
in the same space. Each is on a different frequency.”  

- Linda Porter, California Abductee  

earthfiles 
“Later on in 1991, I interviewed an abductee named Linda Porter who was familiar with non-human 
communication about other dimensions. She encountered an entity which resembled a tall praying mantis 
insect. She remembered a telepathic download into her mind from the creature of which the following is an 
excerpt: 
“There are countless worlds/dimensions occupying the same space without being aware of one another 
because of having their own individual octaves. Do anything to disrupt it and you begin a collapse that starts a 
deadly chain reaction. If the density of this collapse reaches a certain weight, space/time itself begins to 
collapse. 
This octave/frequency holds the world/dimension in place and causes it to exist safely without interfering with (or 

even being aware of) other worlds around it. This frequency acts as a buffer zone to keep everything in its place.  
There is much, much more to existence than we could ever begin to understand. Much of what we have been 
taught regarding the physical universe and the laws that govern it is wrong”. 

and Nostradamus said 
“SQUEEZING THE WAVES”   in 1 63 

 

It was the Linda Porter abduction which mentions our sun “going orange” as stated in Presage January 3. 
The Ebens have communicated that they intend to prevent nuclear war on Earth no matter what.  

Other military and intel authorities don't trust the Ebens, say they have lied.  
But lied about what? 

 

Is this why Other Worlders do not want nuclear conflict? 
27)  What are the various non-human types which have been involved with Earth? 
– “Iconlas,”                (NOSTRADAMUS HAS LINES WITH ICONLAS) & the Tall Nordics. See 4 91 1 following 

Their feet are short with raised curvature or ball structure under their little toe.  
Their religion demands a change of clothes and colors frequently.  
Long shallow, straight nose with creases on either side.  
These do have voice boxes that allow speech, but they are often silent and can communicate telepathically as 
well as the EBENs.  
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4 91  1 Au Duc Gaulois contrainct battre au duelle 
TIE  ANCESTOR  ICONLAS  RODE [disk] IN  BACTRIAN  
LOUISE  [an asteroid] TREAT  OIL  SECTION  
BATTERS [Dulce] UUATER  CONTAINERS  
REACTION ONCE EULOGIA’S  DUUELL  LEEUUARD 

Ulu (Ala.Lu/Allah) a disc ago, go USA dig oculus (circular)Dulci 
saying that Ala.lu eons ago dug the Dulce underground bases 

BACTRIAN (Hellenistic Afghan) OIL SECTION – where? 

[Eulogia = skull & bones society]  LEEWARD is the protected side 
meaning under Denver 

 

5 38  4 Qu'a la parfin faudra la loi Salique            is equal 
U.N AFRAID FAFNIR{Draco] DUUARF  EQUALS  FRAUD   
LOYAL  RUFFIAN  Qualifies   ALLOY        

FANS   UUEAQ  PARAFFIN  QUAIL  
UUAQES,  LIQUIFY  AREA  
SALIQUE  (Syrian)  QUUEIQ  QUAIL  

Salic law will fail in the end (forbids female royalty) 

 

 FAFNIR dragon son of Hreiðmarr   
Qualifies  ALLOY   not sure if this means the Pact 
QuWEIQ River Syria/Turkey 

 

9 65  1 Dedans le coing de luna viendra rendre  
ANU  ICON  LANDS  l [Egypt] Iconlas in D 
ELUDING GALE ON INDUCE 
ENCLOSING  IN  VALUED  DEAD   
INVADER RENDERED GENOCIDE  
DOING  VALUING  RARE  ENDS  A.D           
ALIGN EDDA [asteroid],  CLOSE CALENDS   

corner of luna is a date. March 30 
in D June 10 – July 9 
 
IN  VALUED  DEAD  Men in Black 

 

  

 1 7  3 Les conjurez xiiii d'une secte: 
CORNELIUS 14  ICONS    II-XIII (13)  VI  (6)        
(JUNE 2013, there is no “M” to give MM in the line) 
SELECT Centuries SEVEN  (follows) 
DIVINE  SION  SECT 
SELECTION  I(-)D [500] X I I I   Lexic  
((ID (4 99 &/or 5 10, 5 11, 5 12, 5 13))    
ENCLOSES  DIVINISE  DIVINE 

DIVINE COUSIN  INDECISIVE ;  SELECT ELECT     

CORNELIUS AGRIPPINA CHAPTER 14  the  bad angels 
June 2013 is the date in the binary disc held by the Orion Grey 
in the crop square of August 2002. The movie AFTER EARTH 
(Will Smith) has a date for June 7 2013! 
Centuries SEVEN  (quite so, just found the missing quatrains) 
DIVINE  SION  SECT this is about Magdalene & Plantard 
see below and also see THE MURDER OF MAGDALENE 
by Dan Green 

   
  1.  7 
Tard arrivé  l'execution faicte, 
Le vent contraire lettres aux chemin prinses: 

Les conjurez xiiii d'une secte: 
Par le Rousseau semez les entreprinses. 

Arrived too late, the [guillotine] act has been done. 
The wind (Ruach) was against them, letters intercepted on their way. 

The disclosures in fourteen of one sect(ion)          i.e. chapter 14? 

By the Red ones  shall these enterprises be undertaken. 
                                                (The “wind” of the “Red ones” is En.lil) 

Minuscule (lower case) letters were developed in the Middle Ages, well after the demise of the Western Roman Empire, and lower-case versions of 
Roman numbers are now also commonly used: i, ii, iii, iv, etc. In the Middle Ages, a j was sometimes substituted for the final i of a number, such as 
iij for 3 or vij for 7. This j was considered a swash variant of i. The use of a final j is still used in medical prescriptions to prevent tampering with or 

misinterpretation of a number after it is written                                           conjurez #14  to bring about 
 

1 14 

De gent esclave chansons, chants et requestes, 
Captifs par Princes et Seigneur aux prisons: 
A l'avenir par idiots sans testes, 
Seront reçus par divines oraisons. 

 
For enslaved lineage, epic poems, verse and demands, [quatrains 
Captives by Princes [Sirius]and Lords [Anu] in prisons. 
in the future by mindless idiots                    (artificial intelligence 
will be received via divine prayers 

Now see that! The Hidden Text speaks of “divine” -  then the quatrain for that hidden text does not even have the word 
“divine” in line 3 – but the number “14” … so getting  C 1 quatrain #14 continues this topic! 
((ID= (4 99 &/or 5 10, 5 11, 5 12, 5 13))    
4  99 

L’aisne vaillant de la fille du Roy, 

Respoussera si profond les Celtiques, 
Qu'il mettra foudres, combien en tel arroi 
Peu & loing, puis profond es Hesperiques. 

 
The valiant elder son of the King's daughter, 
He will hurl back the Celts very far, 
he will cast thunderbolts, so many in such an array 
Narrow and long, [lasers] then deep into the West 

HesperiquesRoy  is queer hyper sphere Os so query sphere I [Halloween & December 18-23] Os [Capricorn] (Io’s sphere)  
5 10, will be saved from the four by unknown people 
5 11, those of the sun will not pass  safely and part of Asia changes 
5 12, they will come to invade the people of the Rhine 
5 13, Belgium troubled by barbaric warriors 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lower_case
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Western_Roman_Empire
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Swash_%28typography%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Medical_prescription
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DIVINE  SION  SECT 1 7 3       MAGDALENE, PLANTARD & NOSTRADAMUS 

 

fter reading a short summary (the purchase order for the book The Murder of Mary Magdalene - is on its way) – I 

am left in a quandary.   Recently just for the heck of it, I put together the events which I could bring to mind from 

memory, in the Hidden Texts, which have come true. This came to a total of 26 public episodes… this is not 

including the large number of personal events regarding the collator… since 2009… out of the works which did transpire.      

In one line it even said  NEEDS OUR DEMONSTRANCE – so these time travellers certainly know what is going on. 

 

The quandary for me is that Nostradamus is saying a couple of things which seem in opposition to that which is suggested regarding the 

loss/removal of Sarah prior to birth. After reading the Events Proven True – I see no reason to suddenly believe that some lines are not 

true… such as the following. These lines are saying that the bloodline of Sarah-Magdalene-Jesus did survive!  

 

There is a solution, and it does involve compromise – but nothing which is not possible. 

In all those paintings with the dagger – Magdalene is on her own.  

She wields the sharp point herself. Not only that, but she is not seen dead as a result of this! 

In one illustration – it is Mary Mother of Jesus who bears a rip in her flounces exactly in that area. 

Can you think of a reason apart from the obvious (caesarian) that Magdalene would need to produce forth        the child – 

alive? In a hurry…  What is the reference to Ireland and the “red haired” one?  

For the following lines to be true, Sarah had to be alive. Was Sarah sent  to Ireland, if so, why? 

 

6 13 2 La plus grand part le voudra soustenir  
GRANDPA  ASTOUNDS  US  
PAUL UNITES PLANTARD’S GRAIL  
SAVOURED ROUTINES RELIANT LOVE  
GRANDPAS  SENT VUORD RE ARDUOUS APRIL*  
PALL PLURAL ENTRAILS REVOLT REED, PILLAR  

*Possibly the upcoming Passing Over of 2014, because 
Easter this year is March 31, not April 

The greater part will want to uphold it 
GRANDPA means the Elders from Arcturus  

PLANTARD‟S GRAIL of the Priory of Sion – a myth? The time 
gate,   the blueprints of which Sauniere found & sold to the pope 
Chateau Rennes is linked with the stage gate. in 10 100 4  
Grayles are the tall thin silvery Greys. Graals are the greenish one 
REED: October 28 – November 24 PILLAR = December 23  
or He who holds up the Earth – Atlas of the Pleiades 

 

9 52 3 Plaindre homme, femme sang innocent par terre  
SHE NAMES PIERRE PLANTARD ENIGMA  
ONCE PART CONNING PHILANDERER HERO  
PARENT FEMME GAINS MEANINGS SAME PATTERN 1 

  

IRELAND RECEPTANT RHODAMINE  
[orange medical dye – carcinogen or “red haired”]  
HORDES - HOLIER MAP  *Priory of Sion  
1 Other Worlders  

Men complain, because of innocent blood of earthly woman 
ONCE: After; being a partly conning person/Plantard 
she: FEMALE PARENT sole parent is what it is saying 
would have to be the collator “to gain same meaning” 
IRELAND seems to be where the red haired one went 
to – is this Mary Magdalene or her daughter Sarah? 
HORDES He Rods at Jerusalem or the Priory 

Plaindre can also mean “sympathize” 
 

see 10 100 4 CHATEAU LE RENNES   - CAPSTONE IS NOT   
10 100  4 Les Lusitains n'en seront pas contens  

ENTER  RENNES  ~ CAPSTONE  IS  NOT 
SUSTAINS  SUNLESS  LENSES 
PAST N PATRONS  - AS  IS  US 
INSTALL  N.N.E  TUNNEL 
seen II  relentless suns                       (two suns) 
POSE  TRANS-OCTANES  

Lusitania is Portugal … U.K. to Portugal, the tectonic shift 

RENNES CAPSTONE IS NOT A CAPSTONE 
SUSTAINED BY ERID.ANU – PAST USER 
SUNLESS LENSES: sitting in the dark while using the 
spyglass, the “Cronus Visor” 
PAST  N PATRONS: The Eridani. They are as we are 
Relentless sun’s C.M.E. activity SEEN via the looking glass 
in the stage gate at RENNES.  TRANS OCTANES II … 
what is “II” – November?   or two SOLAR FLARES 

7 44   
Alors qu'un bour fera fort bon, 
Portant en soy les marques de justice, 
De son sang lots portant son nom 
Par fuite injuste recevra son supplice. 

‘bour’ proves these quatrains are real,  
a hoaxer would have capitalised Bourbon 

7 44   

Then that one Bourbon will be really strong, 

Bearing in his person the marks of justice,                         (DNA?) 

Carrying the longest bloodline of his name 

Fleeing because of unjust punishment 
 

bloodline – DNA is this Plantard?  He was accused of being a 
paedophile, because he knew too much? 

 

House of Bourbon 
(1589–1792, 1814-1815, 1815-1830)   
    Henry IV (1589–1610) 
    Louis XIII (1610–1643) 
    Louis XIV (1643–1715) 
    Louis XV (1715–1774) 
    Louis XVI (1774–1792) 
    Louis XVII (claimant, 1792–1795) 
    Louis XVIII (1814–1824) 
    Charles X (1824–1830) 

 

Merovingians    (428–751)   
    Chlodio (428–445/448) 
    Merovech (445/448–457) 
    Childeric I (457–481/482) 
    Clovis I (481/482–511) 
    Childebert I (511–558) 
    Chlothar I (511–561) 
    Charibert I (561–567) 

    Dagobert I (623–639) 
    Sigebert II (639–656) 
    Clovis II (639–657) 
    Chlothar III (657–673) 
    Childeric II (673–675) 
    Theuderic III (675–691) 
    Clovis IV (691–695) 
    Childebert III (695–711) 

A 
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    Louis XIX (1830) 
    Henry V (1830) 
 
Wiki 

    Guntram (561–593) 
    Chilperic I (561–584) 
    Sigebert I (561–575) 
    Childebert II (575–595) 
    Chlothar II (584–629)     

    Dagobert III (711–715) 
    Chilperic II (715–721) 
    Chlothar IV (717–719) 
    Theuderic IV (721–737) 
    Childeric III (737–751) 

 

After comparing the “Bourbon” lines and the Merovingian (of Plantard) it seems to me that the interpretation of “bour” 
is not only a bloodline, but means “shock wave” in the same manner that  ruent means “bucking” (of the Earth). 
 
             VII.   XLIV 
 Alors qu'un bour fera fort bon, 
Portant en ƒoy les marques de juƒtice. 
De ƒon ƒang lots portant ƒon nom 
Par fuite injuƒte receura ƒon ƒupplice. 
 
SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT 
INTERPRETATION 
 

 

7 44 
Alors qu'un bour fera fort bon, 
Portant en soy les marques de justice, 
De son sang lots portant son nom 
Par fuite injuste receura son supplice. 
 

‘bour’ proves these are real, a hoaxer  
would have capitalised 

7 44 

Then that a Bourbon will have great strength, 

Bearing in his person the marks of justice, 

Carrying  the longest bloodline of his name 
Fleeing because of unjust punishment 

 

bloodline – DNA is this Plantard? 

even though it says Bourbon, it simply means “royal” 

BOUR is a key word for Ursa Major – from whence one faction of what we call Anun.nakim came 
They could also be said to be “grandfather”… 
 

6 75  1 le grand pilot par Roi sera mande 
MARY MAGDALENE LEGEND  
AIDS MIRROR [replicate] SON [of god] 
NAMED  ROSE  DANGER  ARA ERA  
PILOT [YHWH]  PORTRAYS  PLOT YEARS   
 

The King mandates the great pilot (YHWH) 
 

ROSE  DANGER  = CERN or other time gate  DANGER  ROSE 
ARA  means the Alter and the first ten days in Sagittarius – which 

happens to coincide with Tom Horn’s 2012.9      ERA date 

AIDS MIRROR SON What an interesting way to put it – is this a reference to the reason for the dagger Magdalene holds? 

 

The Holy Grail, then, would have symbolized both Jesus’ bloodline and the Magdalene, from whose womb that bloodline 

issued. But it may have been something else as well. In A.D. 70, during the great revolt in Judaea, Roman legions under 

Titus sacked the temple of Jerusalem.  The pillaged treasure of the temple is said to have found its way eventually to the 

Pyrenees; and M. Plantard, in his conversation with us, stated that this treasure was in the hands of the Prieure de Sion 

today. But the temple of Jerusalem may have contained more than the treasure plundered by Titus’ centurions. In ancient 

Judaism religion and politics were inseparable. The Messiah was to be a priest-king whose authority encompassed 

spiritual and secular domains alike. It is thus likely, indeed probable, that the temple housed official records pertaining to 

Israel’s royal line – the equivalents of the birth certificates, marriage licenses, and other relevant data concerning any 

modern royal or aristocratic family. If Jesus was indeed “King of the Jews,” the temple is almost certain to have contained 

copious information relating to him. It may even have contained his body – or at least his tomb, once his body was 

removed from the temporary tomb of the Gospels. [Lincoln, Leigh, Baigent, 1982] 
 

By WHOM were they led? 
A group calling itself  Le Prieure de Sion, The Priory of Sion, and its purported agent, Pierre Plantard. 
 

This, of course, leads to the question:  

Did Berenger Sauniere find an ancient hoard of gold and appropriate it to himself?   

Or did he uncover some other secret that required his silence to be bought?      YES 
 

Laura Knight-Jadczyk 
 

Answer from Nostradamus 
NO not gold 
Sauniere found the blueprints for the mechanical time portal, (sold to the then pope) 
which the Templars had buried under Oak Island with help of the Dagon (6 mentions in the Bible) 
 

The “Briar Rose” is just one of many key words in the Alchemye List for the time portal 
Jump room/gate, Oak, Quercus, Granules, grains (of time) Ladder, stages. Nelumbo, Lotus are a few more 
Hence Rose Lane (conduit) = Rosslyn 
 

Yesterday I found the works of GEORGE WITHER who absolutely had the same experience as Nostradamus (taken by stage 
gate to the future) 
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EVERY SINGLE QUATRAIN WITH THE WORD “TREASURE” REFERS TO THE STAGE GATE
 

 

Pierre Plantard was listed as Grand Master.  Plantard is a direct descendent, through King Dagobert II, of the Merovingian 

Kings.  Plantard, who owns property in the Rennes-le-Chateau area of southern France where the Priory of Sion is based, has stated 

that the order has in its possession lost treasure recovered from beneath Solomon’s Temple and that it will be returned to Israel 

when the time is right.  He also stated that in the near future monarchy would be restored to France and other nations. The Templars 

claim to possess secret knowledge that Jesus Christ married Mary Magdalene, fathered children to launch the Merovingian bloodline 

and was the son of Joseph of Aramathena. 
[15]  Wiki 

 

The tears of Mary Magdalene, as they fell upon the ground, are said to have created the first Daisies and, according to Celtic 

legend, the spirits of infants who had died in childbirth  scattered Daisies on the Earth to cheer their sorrowing parents. 

 

NASA as prophesized in many predictions to be involved as SATAN – NASA wanted this information (T)      

as the cross to use as a energy resource, in their stone collider theory, based on this ancient brotherhood 

information about Atlantis.                          taken from one of Dan Green’s  commenters Wendy Moir June 21 2012 
 

The “T” is also the shape of that part of Ursa Major East nearest to Orion – the sky rune for the “warrior’s protection” 
– which happens to be the Main Vinca Rune for one faction of the Anu  
The Celtic Tree for “T” is the Holly 
 

from Dan Green 

“where we can also see how Judas has spilled over a bowl of salt – an act of absolving and a omen of an 

evil deed about to be perpetrated”. 
 

SALT is a euphemism  for those from Perseus – which are the Grayles (not Graals) involved with the US 
military in treaties for “trade in men” 

The military guys thought they were involved in a treaty (each time) with a total of four parties, including hu-
man of Earth as one party. The remaining triad had in fact made their own various and separate treaties on the 
side. 

As Nostradamus keeps saying THEY LIE 

La. 'Sinkhole' is a Salt Dome Collapse | Gulf Oil Spill -  
beforeitsnews.com/.../la-sinkhole-is-a-salt-dome-c... - United States 

Mar 4, 2013 – (Before It's News). Mislabelled as a "sinkhole" in the Bayou Corne/Grand Bayou area of Assumption Parish 

is actually a salt dome collapse 

 
 

http://beforeitsnews.com/gulf-oil-spill/2013/03/la-sinkhole-is-a-salt-dome-collapse-2441076.html

